Prodata Network Organiser
Your Network File Servers, Hosts and ancilliary equipment are the heart, as well as the show
piece of your installation. So doesn't it make sense to have them organised? When time is critical,
doesn't it make sense to be able to access them easily? And when the Managing Director is
showing off the power of your expensive network investment to the Board, it would be nice to
have them looking good!
The Prodata Network Organiser lets you
achieve these mission critical objectives,
regardless of the size of your network. We
can provide a solution that exactly supports
your hardware and space requirements.
Totally modular, the Prodata Network
Organiser allows units and equipment to
be easily changed, moved or reconfigured,
all to your specific needs.
When dealing with the manufacturer your
exact requirements can be achieved!

▲ Fixed floor server shelf (shown).
Unit can be placed on castors – allowing your
entire platform to be transported as required.

▲
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2 x 2400mm Units (shown)
Positioned back to back. This creates an aisle
giving total access to your equipment.
'Cable Baskets' manage your cables. Configuring
your 'Network Organiser' with cable baskets and
cable ducts, ensures data cables & electrical
cables remain isolated. Each work surface & shelf
can be positioned @ 50mm increments. Industry
endorsed power rails are utilised.
Captive plugs also available.
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Keep your Solution Customised
As your requirements change, the Network Organiser reconfigures with no fuss!
Additions can be made; shelves, work surfaces; extensions are all modular.

Vertical & Horizontal cable ducts, keep
your cables neat, tidy and isolated!
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▲

1000mm x 1800mm
of work surface creates
a spacious,
comfortable work
environment.

Modular units can be erected on a full length floor
castor system; allowing your network to move to
different locations throughout your computer room.
Hampers available in 600 & 1200mm widths.
Retractable, tilt & swivel keyboard drawers
attach to each surface.

▲

Design your Command Console to suit your specific,
wall and floor space!
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Efficiency Plus!
Maximum Strength & Floor space efficiency
is a priority always achieved!
Floor Server Trays are available as fixed or mobile in:
• 600mm
• 1200mm
• 1800mm
19" Rack Mount Rail available.

Organise your Computing Work Environment!
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Floor Server Trays are an 'Engineers Delight'!
No more lifting heavy servers.
The Floor Server Tray easily rolls to your desired
location allowing ease of accessibility.

More Information?
Join the many System Engineers, Network Analysts, IT Managers, enjoying the features of our
Australian manufactured Network Organiser. Ask our experts to configure a unit
specific to your needs. Enjoy minimal lead times.
CAD & components list accompany all proposals.
Invest in the
Prodata Network
Organiser.
Configure your organiser
easily for todays needs &
reconfigure your organiser
to cater for future generations.
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